IVGID Community Service Master Plan: Public Workshop 1 – Comment Inventory

Diamond Peak

- Skiing
  - Open more terrain at Diamond Peak to skiing
  - Expand Diamond Peak – ski trails to backside with more black diamond runs, and more eating facilities at top of some key chair lifts (even small healthy snack and hot chocolate stand)
  - The Diamond Peak snowmaking is awesome! Best in the Basin. Thanks!

- Summer Programming
  - Really hate the Diamond Peak Roller Coaster!
  - Zip line/ropes course/trampoline park at Diamond Peak – good revenue
  - Downhill mountain biking at DP!
  - Need summer use for Diamond Peak – rope tree or alpine coaster
  - NO roller coaster on the mountain! We have nothing in Incline – shops, restaurants – to keep people in town like Heavenly does. The accounting analysis is way off and overstates counts.
  - Offer lift rides to the top so mountain bikes can take DP and hook up to Rim Trail or design a downhill course
  - Keep people in town and entertained in the summer – yes to DP Master Plan! It’s a smart growth and smart implementation of good resources for our community’s benefit – and secondarily a good way to keep our adventurous visitors in town and spending money with a variety of activities beyond the beaches. Plus, the infrastructure sits there all summer; USE IT!
  - Put in summer amenities – Ropes courses, etc. are tremendously popular and could be profitable. Look how other resorts (Northstar, Heavenly, etc.) have turned their ski hills into summer destinations.
  - Use Snowflake Lodge in summer
  - Year-round services/activities at Snowflake Lodge! Would be hook to draw more interest in Diamond Peak summer activities
  - DO NOT add zip line, rail ride, etc.
  - Move forward with Diamond Peak plan, i.e. ropes course, zip line...
  - Do not like the Alpine Coaster idea at Diamond Peak – worried that it will interfere with the slopes for skiers
  - Worried that the Alpine Coaster will cost too much and not raise enough revenue to pay for itself – does not think that Incline Village is the right community to support such a program, especially when other nearby ski resorts already have (better) coasters/facilities
  - Interest in ropes course at Diamond Peak

- Improvements
  - Would like to see Snowflake Lodge renovation
  - Snowflake Lodge should be in Phase 1. Offer corporate retreats through Hyatt or IVGID sales at Snowflake.
  - DP Master Plan needs to progress
  - Renovate Snowflake Lodge
  - Update Snowflake Lodge for weddings/events
  - Snowflake Improvements
- Year-round access/services at Snowflake Lodge! Would encourage hiking in summer! Would be the “hook” for later Diamond Peak activities.
- Diamond Peak – Snowflake Lodge needs to be replaced. One of our best assets – not utilized to fullest extent because of size and lack of facilities.
- Renovate Snowflake Lodge. Add more ski runs.
- Renovate/increase use at Snow Flake lodge to stimulate revenue generation
- Economize on the Snowflake lodge renovations – existing deck is great and doesn’t need much work, focus on upgrading/expanding the building and build back into the flat area away from the slope. Be smart with the renovation costs – money is better used for other recreation improvements
Recreation Center

- **Group Fitness Room**
  - Rec Center needs larger room for classes. Dangerous as-is.
  - Also a dedicated room for cycle/spin classes
  - The group fitness room is way too small and cluttered for multi-purposes. It would be nice to have a larger room.
  - Would like to see additional classroom space.
  - Dedicated spin room
  - Another fitness room for overlapping classes
  - Spin room
  - Spin room at rec, another fitness room
  - More room for expanded exercises classes
  - Separate bike class area
  - More space for classes so they don’t have to run back to back, or have to be so short (50 mins).
  - Additional dedicated workout rooms – one for yoga, one for cycling – can change with time and trends

- **Gym**
  - Bigger gym
  - Consider adding another basketball gym, the existing one gets overused in the winter afternoons and evenings
  - Consider adding an elevated running/walking track above the two gyms
  - Fitness room and courts are both too small, it would be nice to double the size of each
  - A second gymnasium is necessary. The wintertime is always a problem for scheduling for programs. With a second gym, we could have an indoor elevated walking track – a great benefit in a snowy community like ours.
  - Gym gets really busy during Totally Active and big kids and adults tend not to make space for the smaller kids. Also, the big kids that play soccer in the gym kick the ball so hard that it is dangerous for smaller kids.
  - We should build bigger or additional gymnasium
  - Not safe to have big kids and little kids playing at same time on weekends in gym and/or little kids can’t get access to hoops when big kids using them. Maybe use a partition during Totally Active

- **Weight/Equipment Area**
  - Expand and update weights and equipment room. People need to stretch, not in larger gym area.
  - We need better machines
  - Bigger workout room.
  - More space in workout room
  - Larger weight room
  - Additional workout rooms
• Expanded weight room
• Larger cardio/weight room and better equipment in weight room
• Better, larger workout room

• General Improvements
  • The Rec Center needs upgrade. Much better locker rooms and bigger gym.
  • Utilize wasted space where products and ping pong table are in the lobby. Have other classes there.
  • Better advertising for events rather than individual flyers or outdated brochure
  • Please improve locker room. St Mary’s Health Center in Reno is a good example
  • The rec center needs to be bigger. More lounge area, another yoga and bike studio. Rec center should have a field, too
  • Great but too small
  • Tiny Timbers are great.
  • More effective use of existing space to alleviate overcrowding of active use areas. Relocate some staff to admin building?
  • My top priority is the rec center. It has become for many of us our social center as well as our physical activity center. I would like to see it expanded.
  • Multi-purpose room. Kids are hanging out in Starbucks now and we should have a space for them.
  • Field house for soccer/basketball
  • Additional retail space
  • Nutrition center
  • This should be a community center with a health club
  • Need multi-use room and should do more programs
  • We could use more room for all activities at some times. Upgrade locker rooms. Mostly great right now.
  • What does all the front counter staff do? Seems like a lot
  • I know it’s in the works to fix the boiler but the rec center is a great asset so I’d say keep up on the maintenance
  • More efficient use of space – concession area is a waste, ping pong is a waste, computers/TV are a waste
  • Love the rec center, however, lockers and showers are dirty
  • You should consider building a turf stadium in town so we could play field sports year-round
  • Residents should NOT have to pay to use the facilities. We already pay in rec fee taxes (+/- $800)

• Additional Programming
  • Rec center needs to vary class offerings – always the same... add group weight training/circuit year round
  • Please consider adding a regular meditation class. You have a great yoga instructor!
  • Hip hop classes for adults?? Love the dance program
  • Bring in arts stuff.
- Movies in winter for kids
- Wine tasting events at Rec Center
- Offer Pilates using reformers instead of only mat Pilates
- Offer more time options for indoor pickleball
- I love that the rec center offers multiple “intramural” opportunities – volleyball league, etc. I wish there was more adult soccer (indoor and outdoor), and more kids’ indoor soccer in the winter months. Not sure there’s enough interest on the indoor/adult soccer front, but the prior league is full of young people. It’d be great to have age segmentation like in South Lake!
- Extended daycare hours
- A multi-use facility next to the gym to accommodate soccer, basketball, softball practices and games, would alleviate the strain on the current gym – more of a community center for the kids to use after school
- Year-round pickleball
- We’d love more kids dance classes with Brittney!
- I would love to see more/another mat Pilates class with Peggy, and possibly more/another group fitness class on weekends (Sat or Sun after church time)
- More of a family/child orientation at the rec center
- More evening classes for 55+, more yoga and fitness classes for 55+
- Season ski pass holders should get rec center access from Nov 1 to mountain opening to get in shape
- I don’t see it listed, but I would be interested in more pickleball
- Would love to see a healthy coffee shop/restaurant/juice bar with all healthy options
- Love the ski conditioning class, would like to see a similar class continued
- Adult volleyball
- Drop-in pickleball
- Pickleball courts other than using the rec center
- Add a field house
- You should consider building multi-sport complex with soccer fields, track and field track, that can be used in winter also
- More social sports e.g. Frisbee golf, softball, basketball, indoor netball. Social tennis at high school. Overall awesome.
- More sports conditioning camps.
- Build a field house adjacent to the rec center for indoor sports during cold months and this will greatly increase the youth and programming services.
- Nutrition offering
- Meditation room at the Rec Center

• Partnerships
  - Right now, to a certain degree, the rec center competes with High Altitude. Are there opportunities to partner?
  - Can we partner with the schools for meeting/activity space? Does IVGID have to own all the facilities we use?
Aquatic Center/Pools and Beaches

- **Rec Center Pool**
  - The pool NEEDS to be warmer. My kids get sick during the winter time because it’s so cold.
  - Warm pool is a priority
  - No music in pool area
  - Need warmer water for kids to swim. Recreation is important. Can we have a separate pool for kids and hydrotherapy?
  - Great facility, however needs some upgrading: new paint, flooring, everything in like-new condition. This building is the center for the town’s public image. Completely remodel the bathrooms/locker rooms (like Montreaux golf course).
  - The pools are wonderful when they are open to kids but it feels like there are few times the kids can actually use them. Lap swimmers can be incredibly hostile and territorial which makes the experience less pleasant. Perhaps in the summer, lap swimmers can use rec center so families can use Burnt Cedar?
  - Please do more to increase pool water temps for child swim lessons and weekend open swim. I’ve been to an IVGID meeting on this previously during which the lap swimming community did not want to compromise on raising the water temps at all. As a result, Indra agreed to raise the water temps on Sundays – awesome, thanks! But it was short-lived and temps are again too cold 7 days a week. It’s a community pool, not exclusive to lap swimmers. Thanks!
  - Rec center pool is great. A warm water pool would be great for swim lessons (kids) and certain aqua classes.
  - The temperature of the rec center pool is far too cold for 95% of us who would like to use the pool
  - A warm water pool is a good idea but not all aqua fitness should be in warm water
  - Water temp sorta cool – raise temp a little?
  - Regarding the pool temperature; a small group of lap swimmers should not be dictating a community pool. My grandchildren turn blue when they try to use the pool. For that matter, I do too. Warm it up!
  - The pool is great! The locker room needs a major upgrade.

- **Additional Programming**
  - Kids’ pool at rec center
  - Hut tub at rec center
  - Hot tub for adults
  - Another pool – warm water
  - Salt pool
  - Would like warm water pool and jacuzzi
  - Hut tub
  - Warm pool – therapeutic for senior activities
  - HOT TUB
- Add a jacuzzi/hot tub for whirlpool
- They need better swim lessons and a swim team that allow kids to swim ½ way. Coming from Silver Bears.
- It would be great to get better pool activities for kids like they have at the pool in Minden (climbing wall into pool)
- I love the parent-tot swim classes, especially Chase and Chia
- More family programs at our pool. Maybe family nights once a month or week.
- Is there any interest in youth water polo?
- More emphasis on swim team work with NNA
- Splash zone for kids (like Truckee’s new facility). We keep going to Incline children’s birthday parties at the Truckee pool! Need it here in Incline.
- More lap swim hours at Burnt Cedar
- Overall: impressive and competitive aquatics program. Like to see: year-round lap swim at Burnt Cedar pool, lap swimming pool separate from lessons/aqua-size, open water swim program!
- My 8-year-old son was doing swim lessons 2 days per week last year and was not being coached by Rob Laurie, but instead the aquatics employees. They had the kids on kickboards and just swimming laps with minimal interaction and instruction. I am now paying Rob Laurie to do private lessons for my son and two of his friends. It would be nice for the small children (5-8 years old) to have an engaged coach giving them strong skills and habits from the beginning.
- Better/more support for NNA swim team.
- Warm water pool please
- More lap swim, the water temp fine at Burnt Cedar, overall very good
- More lap lanes at Burnt Cedar, keep Burnt Cedar open year-round
- Build the lap pool!
- Start a fishing program – even if you can’t catch anything, good to know how to fish.
- Rent sailboats – little ones
- Warm water pool – bring in Silver Bear swim school like Truckee. Better instructors for kids’ swim. Beach parties at Burnt Cedar. More daycare at night – offer evening childcare for small babies so parents can have a night out. Also need more day hours.
- Warm water pool, outdoor hot tubs
- There should be more lanes devoted to lap swimming.
- Hot tub
- More water play facilities for little kids – splash pads and zero-entry pools
- Interest in hot tub at Burnt Cedar Pool – water gets cold in the evening or when it’s windy
- Interest in hot tub at the Rec Center

- Sauna and additional aquatic facilities
  - The sauna goes out several times per year
  - We need an adult sauna separate from the one in place now – children/families can access one, adults only in the second one. At present, young children wander in and out
without parents and only to get warm after swimming. The sauna heater needs to be more robust.

- Add spa services like the Hyatt Spa: dry and wet sauna with nice rest area.
- Would it be possible to add or convert to an infrared sauna? They are great for detoxing and only need to get to 120 degrees to do the job. Which means it’s lower cost to run and great for people who aren’t heat tolerant.

- Beaches and Beach Pools
  - Do not like having a bar so close to where children play at Incline Beach
  - Incline Beach liquor service poor idea. Too many parents busy drinking and not properly watching children – an accident waiting to happen
  - Trash and graffiti at parking on East Side!! Beaches are disgusting
  - Need more kayak racks at Incline Beach
  - Better food at the beaches – could we have food trucks with ethnic and healthy food?
  - I think the lounge chairs make the beaches look cluttered and country club-ish. I like when they are gone in the winter.
  - Expand dog beach month!
  - Please remove pinecones from the Burnt Cedar beach parking lot. Pinecones are bad for snow tires.
  - More parking at beaches
  - Please please please! IVGID Board- prioritize your work to examine and address Ordinance 7 to limit beach goers to IVGID picture pass holders and their guests. Our beaches are incredibly crowded with those who “white pass” in, or who get access some other way (buying punch cards and white passes). I’ve lived here since early 2000s and it’s much worse than it used to be.
  - Please train and empower lifeguards who rotate through the Burnt Cedar baby pool to actively enforce swim diaper requirement. I realize swim diapers don’t contain 100% of the waste, but it’s much better than a child with no protection in the pool.
  - It is frustrating that the Burnt Cedar pool is not open to kids until noon on summer weekdays. My kids don’t need swim classes anymore and are too old for baby pool, so they don’t get to use the pool until noon. It would be nice to have a local outdoor pool that is open for swimming. This could be resolved by having swim lessons at rec center instead of Burnt Cedar.
  - Find a way to expand the beach swim areas at both beaches further out. Burnt Cedar rocks are painful when swimming and you kick them!
  - Burnt Cedar pool – would be nice to upgrade due to cloudy water closures and general conditions. Burnt Cedar Beach – would be nice if it were deeper and usable!
  - I feel the focus of the pools favor a small group of users who take over prime use times. For example, Burnt Cedar pool is not open to the community at large in the mornings. This really restricts most of the community’s use of the pool
  - Move swim lines out at Burnt Cedar Beach so there is access to deep enough water. Overall quality is very good.
  - Burnt Cedar pool water quality!
- Continue/expand Burnt Cedar snack service
- Thank you for giving IVGID picture pass holders parking exclusivity during a few weekends this past summer. Next summer (2017 and beyond) please implement this policy all summer. We pay for the beaches, give us priority to park and use them.
- Have enjoyed using Burnt Cedar pool more than any other IVGID facility, including rec center, for over 30 years – 1985. You are well aware of the ongoing maintenance “problems” associated with a pool: heating, pump and drainage system, gutter dates back to 1963(?). Currently I am neutral on issue of feasibility of complete closure and rebuild of pool shell, gutters, and deck as it would obviously result in considerable down time at summers. However, if expansion is eventually funded for Burnt Cedar, I’d like to see a 100% 79-degree adult lap pool (i.e. Northstar) and a warmer therapy/exercise/aerobics pool. Hopefully current aquatics department management remains in-tact as it has most successfully managed and mitigated the common conflicts between pool users to date (especially Dan Vargas, Indra, and Justin trained Gwen)!
- Opening hours at Burnt Cedar pool toward end of season always close early – need to match what advertised says
- Fix Burnt Cedar cloudy pool! Dredge Burnt Cedar beach.
- The water quality at Burnt Cedar is disgusting.
- Bulldoze the existing snack bar at Incline Beach and build a small restaurant and bar that can prepare food and drink every day while beach is open.
- Limit use to residents only. No more punch cards. Let others go to Sand Harbor.
- Increase maintenance at the beaches – pinecones in the parking lot at Burnt Cedar beach makes it difficult to drive over
Tennis Center

- Needs improvement
- Heated tennis courts for winter use instead of indoor courts
- Racquet Ball and squash courts should be built. An overall Indoor Racquet Club would be great. Year-round with indoor tennis, etc.
- Heated tennis courts (heated like heated driveways) to allow for winter tennis (does not need to be enclosed). Paddle tennis is a sport that utilized heated floors to allow for winter play.
- Covered tennis courts or courts for winter play
- Why not have heated tennis courts so we can play in the winter? A better alternative than building a cover.
- Indoor tennis would be a great amenity. Can we get Duffield’s clam shells when he is down with them?
- Need permanent outdoor pickleball courts – at least 4
- We need dedicated pickleball courts like at Squaw. A second gym is needed so there is room for indoor pickleball in the winter.
- Dedicated pickleball courts would be nice.
- Tennis – consider, as tennis courts require repair/replacement/resurfacing to test a heated court concept to enable more play in shoulder months and at night. Tennis court lights on some courts to enable night play.
- Indoor tennis courts for year-round use
- Indoor tennis or heated outdoor courts to allow for tennis play in the winter – could add heating element when courts are resurfaced
Youth/Family Programming and Fields

- Fields
  - Develop property somewhere to provide another large field like the Village Green
  - I would like to see legitimate soccer fields (not just baseball fields use for soccer)
  - Put turf field in at upper high school field
  - Soccer fields for kids. We currently have multiple baseball fields. Why not soccer, given large Hispanic community in town.
  - Need more “flat fields.” Village Green is a great venue but is always in high demand. A partnership with WCSD and utilizing the upper “practice” fields at IHS would be wonderful. Turf the upper fields at IHS and they could be used year-round (theoretically) with turf snow removed. Partner with SNC to spread the costs. Athletic tournaments such as the Lake Tahoe Lacrosse Tournament bring much needed revenue to local businesses. First-class facilities are a vital part of a quality tournament. Curt Hegener, 775-771-0670, tahoelax@aol.com
  - Permanent dog park and more soccer fields (not in same place and both are important!)
  - I have two young children and I would like to see a real soccer field and improved after school programs
  - We need a soccer field, we already have a lot of baseball fields
  - There is a very large children’s soccer program in Incline and there are inadequate facilities for practice and games. More soccer fields – and some regulation sized fields are needed.
  - We need a dedicated soccer field, less baseball fields.
  - Youth indoor soccer. I wish there were more multi-use fields and/or open greens for recreation.
  - I would like to see more fields and soccer fields.
  - More soccer fields
  - Dedicated soccer fields.
  - Regulation soccer fields and dedicated dog park would be great.
  - I’d really like to see dedicated soccer fields.
  - Could you please plow Preston Field parking lot in winter or ask Washoe County to do so?
  - Need dedicated soccer fields for kids’ soccer

- Youth Programming
  - Winter kid friendly activity like trampolining at Woodward
  - After (and before) school adventure programs!
  - Before and after school programs to help working parents
  - I have two very active children and we spend a lot of time outdoors. I would like to see upgrades and expansion at Diamond Peak as well as soccer fields.
  - Please consider daycare options for golfers, possibly dropping off toddlers at the Rec Center
  - Focus on kid activities for winter at Diamond Peak (swimming, etc.)
- More kid-friendly activities! (winter months)
- The rec center has been great for birthday parties for our kids!
- Need for the community to offer and provide transportation to rec center from schools for after school programs
- Keep swings up in winter at parks – Tahoe City does
- More kid-friendly activities, less golf!!
- We have a 2 ½ year old and I would love to be able to do outdoor activities with my spouse and possibly drop my toddler off at the Rec Center kids zone. Would this be something IVGID would consider, especially for golfing?!
- Need more outdoor kid friendly activities
- I would like to see more classes for children in dance and gymnastics.
- I am a teacher at the middle school and the students need after school activities and safe spaces to socialize between 3 and 5pm.
- We need more activities after school!
- There is a huge need for support for working parents – before school program. School doesn’t start until 9:15. I do LOVE all the programs that IVGID has for the kids during summer.
- I would love more 0-5-year-old programs. Tiny Timbers is great and I am really impressed how family-focused Incline is. I would golf much more often if you had drop off day care at the Mountain Course. I love the parent tot swim classes, in particular Chase and Chia.
- Maybe daycare camps for smaller children 0-3 years, no parents involved. Daycare in general for 0-3, only a few in town.
- Bring egg hunt back to the beach. More winter kid friendly activities.
- Indoor/wintertime kid and family activities – programs, facilities, etc. Stuff for babies! Tumbling for toddlers, dance, etc.
- The youth camps are way too expensive.
- Great to have access for youth activities – club/sports programs etc. I see facilities used regularly – disc golf, skate park, courts, and fields. We’d be smart to augment all these activities with more – bored youth are troublesome, so keep them engaged, especially in the summer, with great facilities!
- Added space for kids’ after school program. Is it possible to coordinate on after school program with Boys and Girls program and/or Kings Beach?
- Perhaps some activities for youth at beach in summer.
- Interest in “after school” weekday evening rate at Diamond Peak to serve parents and kids
- More indoor programming for children in the wintertime, like tumbling - a place for babies to crawl so they can socialize and mom can get out of the house!
- Modernize/expand the skate park
Adult/Senior Programming

- **Golf Courses**
  - Would like to see a limited schedule for winter at the Chateau with winter activities like snowshoeing and food at the Grille.
  - Chateau open restaurant year round
  - It no longer makes sense that almost half of the real-estate in Incline is dedicated to two golf courses. It seems like a waste of money. Could we keep the Championship course and use the Mountain Golf Course for hiking, biking, cross country skiing, and activities for those of us who don’t golf?
  - The Grille restaurant at the Chateau – would like to see open year-round. It’s a great space for the community with a large deck and amazing views of the lake. Had lived in Incline for 8 years and never heard of it because we don’t golf – think that maybe with better advertisement, could attract more people to use it year-round
  - Limited year-round hours at the Grille Restaurant to serve winter users of golf course like snowshoers and Nordic skiers, who may want to come into the Chateau and warm up by the fireplaces

- **Senior Center**
  - A senior center is needed. If it can be built as an extension of the Rec Center that would be ideal. Meeting rooms, lounge space, and an exercise area where seniors can have classes specifically aimed at their limited mobility – stretching, etc.
  - Senior center plans in the background would solve or help some of those issues.
  - Follow through with proposed senior center next to library
  - Follow through with proposed senior center. Have max number of senior activities.
  - Senior center where seniors can socialize. Art/crafts area and classes
  - Follow through with proposed senior center near library
  - Adult and senior programming above average. However, there is need for a senior center or a gathering spot where meetings could be held, bridge and other games played, perhaps dance classes, etc.

- **Services for Seniors**
  - Senior transportation needs to be further developed. It is especially difficult for seniors to get around in the winter.
  - More transport benefits
  - More vehicles for senior transportation

- **Additional Programming**
  - I would not be in favor of covered walking – we have few days completely weathered in
  - Seniors would love to have a computer lab area (or even a set up to bring your own computer in) for general computer classes for seniors – Windows 10, computer security, Facebook, other programs.
  - New comers club!
  - Develop senior services for gathering
  - Day care for seniors
- Bowling nights
- 55+ ski clubs
- Digital photography
- As many senior programs as possible
- Provide hiking outings
- Provide cross country skiing outings
- We love wonderful and varied activities for seniors. Recognize that there are different levels of seniors, some are more active than others. Good job!
- Seniors are in need of more on-land exercise classes for their level.
- Seniors need more social opportunities
- 55+ ski classes
- More field outings for photo class
- Senior “ski club” that carpools to other area ski facilities also
• Nordic Skiing
  o Would like to see Nordic skiing in Incline
  o X-country skiing on Mountain golf course or at Incline Lake
  o Nordic trails – groomed on the golf courses
  o I came tonight to support grooming for Nordic ski trails at BOTH the Incline Lake and Golf Course locations. Providing residents of Incline with an easily accessible location to cross country ski/snowshoe is a great way to keep community activity up in the winter months. The high school no longer has a Nordic team, partially due to the lack of a ski venue. Grooming at these locations will be a great opportunity for youth programs, and potentially race programs/events if the interest and growth is there. Grooming is a relatively low cost for the product it returns. There are less than a dozen venues still grooming in CA/NV. Let’s make Incline one of those prized locations. The possibility of skiing on the golf course is great since you can safely ski with only a few inches of snow, making it a possibility to ski earlier than other venues. All those walkers/runners still getting their daily activity along Lakeshore could see a shift over to our cross-country track. Thank you, 2013 World Champion Biathlon Team Member Jordan M.
  o Incline Lake Property – groomed trails and lighting, base camp to Tahoe Rim Trail
  o Snowshoe/Nordic track area at Diamond Peak or Incline Lake
  o Cross country ski trails. I understand that IVGID used to have these.
  o We need to get cross country skiing back. 5 acres at Incline Lake would be a great staging area.
  o Would love to have a Nordic center and xc ski area near Incline Lake, and old DP xc ski area. It has the best snow and the longest season. There is also opportunity to use the area for horseback riding, mountain biking, hiking, etc in the summer.
  o X-country ski trails
  o Cross country ski/multi-use center at the Incline Lake property. Good for cross country skiing, snowshoeing, disabled skiing, tubing, skijoring, fat tire bike in winter. Good for mountain bike, scouts, weddings, conferences in summer.
  o Please begin grooming Incline Lake asap. There’s plenty of snow early and late in the season, and lots of demand. Volunteers are out there too – include me! Pam Straley, 831-4190
  o There should be cross country ski trails on the Incline Lake property bought by IVGID. There should not be new trails in residential areas.
  o We would love it if you could develop the area purchased by IVGID at Incline Lake area for cross country skiing. We spent $1 million already on this endeavor to purchase the 5 acres so let’s get on with it. It has great elevation and good snow, better than any other areas around. I speak for many friends on this.
  o Would like to have Nordic skiing in Incline again.
  o Bring back cross country skiing at Incline Lake
Please work with Nevada Nordic to open (get permits for) and support x-country skiing at Incline Lake. In doing so, please support use of all interested, but work out a system to separate snowshoers from skiers, and have separate trails for dogs. Leaving access to back country skiers and even sledders is important too. Once operating, Incline Lake could be the first xc ski center to open and last to close at Lake Tahoe. Pam Straley, 831-4190

XC at Incline Lake

Would like to see a cross country ski and snowshoe trail area

XC skiing! Groomed trails 😊

Need xc skiing at Incline Lakes. Construction of a building for rentals, bathrooms, food service on land that IVGID owns. This could be a year-round facility for skier, snowshoer, mountain biker, hiker, etc.

Where is cross country ski area? Obviously needs improvement, nobody knows where it is.

I am very interested in the cross-country facility by the meadow coming to fruition

Need cross country ski trails

Is it possible to make the Championship Golf Course a cross country ski course during the winter?

X- country ski course on Incline Lake please!!

Please, please, please groom Nordic skiing trails on the golf course or Incline Lake.

Dedicated cross country course that is groomed for skate ski – sell passes like Tahoe City does

Set a high priority on looking at the feasibility of a cross country ski center using the 5 acres which IVGID owns near Incline Lake as a base. It is important to do this before the USFS approves conflicting uses for the Incline Lake property which they own which would preclude IVGID approaching them for a lease. This would be the highest elevation xc ski center in the Tahoe Basin to and generally has good snow conditions. This could result in increased revenue for IVGID, even if a private party runs the operation for them.

Need x-country ski area either at Mountain Golf Course or Incline Lake

Cross-country ski area is needed

Cross-country ski area near Incline Lake

I would like to have the Mountain Golf Course used for cross country skiing in the winter months. I would also like Incline Lake to be developed as was promised when the property was purchased.

We need to develop a Nordic ski area up at the Incline Lake property

Nordic ski trails in winter – golf course or Incline Lake

Use Incline Lake as a possible cross-country ski area

We really don’t have a cross-country ski area.

We would like a cross-country ski facility with tracks etc. in the area at the meadow. It was a tragedy when the former Diamond Peak x country facility was closed 10 years ago – a big disservice to many skiers.
- We need a x-country track!
- Nordic track at Incline Lake
- X country skiing at Mountain Golf Course or Incline Lake
- IVGID does great down here in town, but we are living up here to experience our incredible environment. Please support a multi-purpose facility up at Incline Lake/Mount Rose meadows area!!!
- Need a multi-purpose facility at Incline Lakes for xc skiing, hiking, biking, etc.
- Need Nordic trails somewhere in town either at the golf courses or on Incline Lake property
- More interest in Nordic ski area at Incline Lake property
- Property at Incline Lake is a great resource – perfect conditions for Nordic (relatively flat). Would love to see a groomed skate ski track around Incline Lake
- Multi-use facility at Incline Lake for mountain bikers, skiers, sledding with a warming hut
- Incline Lake – would like to see year-round multi-use facility for ski/bike/hiking with rentals, restrooms, concessions, etc.
- Interest in snowshoe/Nordic ski center above Diamond Peak or at Incline Lake

- Trail connections through town
  - Pedestrian path on Alder – it leads to the hospital and library and should be walkable safely
  - Bike paths around town, connecting schools, rec center, and lakeshore path
  - Walking path from Alder to library
  - Walking paths on Wendy Lane and Harold Drive
  - Lakeshore bike trail – widen to accommodate bikers and walkers. Also walkway at Hwy 28 – same issue.
  - Walkways must have safety in winter, Washoe County must budget more to keep walkways snow/ice free. All year round, traffic speed must be better controlled with stop signs added.
  - Safer pedestrian crossings and sidewalks
  - Do not develop new connecting trails which will lead to parking and increased traffic in residential areas at edge of town.
  - Add biking (safe) trails for our children to travel around town, even bike to school.
  - Prefer bike paths that are separate from the roadway.
  - Trail development would be a definite plus. And if we could link – AND LABEL – the trails in the community.
  - Could use more trail connectivity. Covered walking trail a bit over the top.
  - More bike lanes and paved paths – narrow mountain roads can make sharrows unsafe
  - More inter-connectivity between trails/sidewalks/paths through center of town

- Open Space and Additional Trails
  - I’d like to see IVGID funding directed more to Dept. of Parks and Rec to build more bike trails and exploit “open space” for all IVGID members.
  - Sue Hughes – Friends of Incline Trails, 775-287-7026. suehughes@gmail.com
  - Tie into Tahoe Rim Trail above IV
- Connect trails, improve trails for mountain biking, hiking, etc.
- Let’s expand trails up Old Mount Rose Hwy (just maintain the road that exists) and continue it up to the Incline Lake property where we can have a multi-purpose building that supports bikers and hikers in summer with bathrooms, snacks, and rentals, and xc skiing, snowshoeing, sledding, snow-mobiling in the winter.
- Would love to see the trails project approved – Friends of Incline Trails
- We love trails – paved ones for biking and walking, and dirt ones for biking. Having a paved trail to Crystal Bay would be super and would further the goal of a trail around the lake. The Incline Flume trail was also a great addition.
- Please support a safe bike path to Crystal Bay above the Highway
- More multi-use paths
- Use Diamond Peak to connect to the Rim Trail and other existing trails – great opportunity to create hiking trail loops!

- Mountain Biking
  - Pump track for biking in town
  - Pump track in Incline (we have enough golf stuff)
  - Bike trail access from IV to East Shore beaches as bike lane
  - Build pump track
  - Lift-served mountain biking at DP? Generate revenue for the summer.
  - Need a pump track for bikes. More dedicated mountain biking vs hiking trails (now not safe for hikers going up Tyrolean Downhill mountain bike ride). Need more places for bikers to go without getting yelled at by hikers.
  - Link mountain biking trails. Mountain biking!!!!!
  - Pump track
  - Pump track!
  - The pump track is exciting and needed
  - We need a pump track
  - Pump track is a must, and skate park needs to be modernized
  - Pump track for bikes.

- Bocce Ball
  - Improve and add bocce ball courts
  - More bocce
  - More bocce courts
  - Fix the bocce ball courts, add a bocce ball court
  - Bocce ball courts – we could use more and those few we have improved
  - Better and more bocce ball courts – add more to the court at the beach and make improvements to the existing court
• **Dog Park**
  - Dog parks are very important! Where is IV’s dedicated dog park? That is an issue.
  - There are a lot of dog owners here and having a dog park (could be a different place summer vs winter) that is fenced and is NOT where kids play would be very nice for those groups of people. If its two places, the fencing would need to be movable, which might not work. If so, one place would be needed.
  - I am a dog owner and would probably support keeping dogs just to the Par Course, NOT on Aspen Grove lawn [Village Green]. The few dog owners who don’t pick up make it nasty for all the soccer kids.
  - Keep dog access at Village Green year-round, and use of ski beach in the winter
  - Area to walk my dog around Village Green
  - Only thing IV needs is a dog park
  - Trails are good but need more dog friendly areas and understanding of how important dogs are to residents! Need a large wooded and trailed area designated for dogs!
  - There needs to be a dedicated dog park – it is DISGUSTING that kids play soccer where dogs poop
  - Dog park – I am happy with the use of Village Green and Ski Beach during winter
  - Dog bags in summer at Wendy Lane and High School Forest Land, bear bin for collection
  - Get new dog park not near streams, etc.
  - Need a dog park
  - Dog park should not be near residential areas.
  - Dog park
  - Need a dedicated dog park so that people aren’t playing in areas where pet owners have not cleaned up after their dogs.
  - Need for permanent dog park

• **Boat Launch and Water Access**
  - The launching of boats needs to be raised for out of towners. Local residents can stay the same.
  - Would love to see more “lake-centric” activities: paddling and rowing clubs, sailing (RE rowing: not necessarily crew/sculling, but lifeboat and/or outrigger canoe set up – those can handle Tahoe conditions). A paddleboard club would be a nice start. I’m happy to get involved. They require a large initial investment financially but they foster a teamwork component which ties together communities and keeps people interested in the beaches and lake. Contact: Steve Drescher, scdrescher@hotmail.com
  - Main Issue: Raise price of boat ramp for non-full time residents
  - More kayak racks!!!!
  - More kayak racks – these also produce revenue
  - Outrigger canoe club, lifeboat rowing club – great teamwork, fitness, and community builder
Excited about the idea of paddleboard specific storage racks! Regarding beaches, it is
not ideal or safe that the motor boats dock between the paddleboard/kayak storage
and Incline Beach. Would it be possible to have non-motorized boats launch at Ski Beach
and motorized boats park at Hermit Beach instead? Currently, we get our boards/kayaks
out of storage and then have to maneuver through motorized boats to get to our
friends/family at Incline Beach. Not safe!

Need more kayak racks!! Also, update who is using racks or subletting. Clearer policy for
getting rack – other than being told that they “aren’t even taking names for waiting list.”
Go through racks and if they are empty, contact person and verify usage. Also verify if
person who originally rented is actual user. Kayak racks should not be a “who you know”
or vague waiting list. Just provide more – there is a need. People say they waited years!

Need more kayak racks

More kayak racks. Better supervision. 80 kayak racks, plenty of empties.

Charge a put in/out fee at the boat ramp for non-residents/locals to raise revenue (Kings
Beach boat ramp does this)

Additional Programming

Ice skating rink
Incline Village needs an ice skating rink

Old Elementary School

Can we do something positive with the old elementary school site?
Get rid of that old school building – Washoe County – and use the property for a
purpose. Can we purchase it, for instance, for a community center, a dog park, a senior
center, etc!

Tourism

Go easy on anything designed to attract tourists. This is a bedroom community, not a
tourist destination. They can go to South Shore!
Include this survey question in the presentation: What do you want Incline Village to be,
more local/community focused recreation and facilities, or more resort/tourism focused
recreation and facilities?

Other

More recycling programs!
Clickers didn’t register selection [for keypad polling] for tennis under needs
improvement
Thank you for the mandarins! Delicious!
Mr. Pinkerton – Please don’t compare IVGID’s rec services to Tahoe Donner’s. While
Tahoe Donner residents pay more, they have free access to their recreation facilities.
We have to pay for rec, golf, tennis, skiing.
You’re spending too much money in general.
10 10 10 Fabulous! Thank you
Have concerns about all the oil and grease on the roads at the beginning of snow season
- It would be really nice to have the public buses add a stop at the Mountain Golf Course. As it is now, they only go to the places that are already low enough on the mountain for people to walk. It doesn’t serve those of us who live here and live higher up.
- Why are the Incline schools so poor, only rated 6?
- How could you do more? You already offer so much!! Great!
- THANK YOU TO THE GREAT STAFF!